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Abstract. This research used a descriptive qualitative method and in a single case study aimed at analyzing students used the four square writing method in developing narrative writing. It also sought to identify the writing aspects that can be improved by using this method. For the sample of this research, thirty nine grade five students were chosen because they had learned quite a lot of English vocabulary which would enable them to write in paragraphs. The instruments for data gathering were the students’ writing, observation and questionnaire. The intervention was limited to three sessions of the four square writing. The analysis of the students’ writing showed quite good results. The four square writing method was well-received by the students who could follow its structured approach. The study helped identify prewriting strategies that the students need to develop. This research showed the types of writing skills that if present could be more likely to lead to writing success.
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1. Introduction

According to Alwasilah (2004, p.99) among the four language skills (listening, reading, speaking, and writing), writing has been considered the most neglected one in Indonesian schools. There are several possible reasons why this thing has happened. First, in Indonesian culture, literacy is traditionally defined as “ability to read” rather than “the ability to read and write.” Second, the teaching of writing focuses more on theories than skills in writing. It has been reported that the so-called “composition classes” in high schools are dominated by teachers’ explanation about grammar (Alwasilah, 2004, p.99). The focus is on sentence and paragraph structures, thus leaving the impression that writing is about applying rules rather than communicating ideas.

Based on the findings above, the researcher is interested in investigating writing. Mason and Washington (as cited in Rozimela, 2004, p. 84) state that the relation of writing to aspects of language is reflected in the process of writing. Therefore, it is important to look at that process. In the process of exploring ideas students may read books and articles, or talk to friends through which they actually practise their reading, listening, and speaking skills. Writing often encompasses the results of reading and conversation.

The researcher realized that writing should be taught from primary school because students require writing skills and need to know how to produce good writing in all levels of
education. One writing method that the researcher would like to investigate is the four square writing method for improving students’ writing ability through writing narrative composition. She is interested in the four square writing method because students are taught to organize their thoughts into topics and subtopics so that they can produce a focused, well-supported and organized composition. The four square method uses a graphic organizer in which students write a general idea, supporting details, and a wrap-up sentence before they write the composition in paragraphs. Teaching writing through the use of a graphic organizer empowers students to write with confidence (Gould and Gould, 1999, p.4). According to Gloria Houston (as cited in Gould and Gould, 1999, p.4) visual organizers help students to conceptualize, understand, and structure a piece of written discourse successfully.

The researcher selected narrative writing because students felt free to retell familiar stories or wrote about events in their own lives. Students had the opportunity to explore their ideas so that they could enjoy writing their compositions.

2. Research Method

This research used descriptive qualitative methods and was designed to provide suggestions for improving the teaching of writing. The researcher first used an inductive process by which she described the specific steps taken in using the four square writing method in narrative writing. After that she analyzed the students’ writing and defined the writing aspects that should be improved by the students.

3. Result and Discussion

The four square method is a graphic organizer where students plan and organize pre-writing and drafting before writing in paragraphs. According to the researcher this writing method adapts the process approach and by using this method students are encouraged to enjoy the process of writing. We can see the four square diagram below:

![Four Square Diagram](image)

**Fig.1.** The diagram of the four square

The main, broad or general idea is placed in the center box of the square (box 1). Boxes 2, 3, and 4 are used for supporting ideas. The remaining box, lower right (box 5), will be employed to build a summary or concluding sentence. In practise, this is referred to as the “wrap-up” sentence because it encompasses all the ideas developed in the four squares in the form of a series sentence. Example (taken from Gould and Gould, 1999, p.16):
Then, we need to add three supporting details to the supporting ideas. After that, connecting words are added in order to bridge the gap between ideas. These connecting words also provide smooth reading when changing paragraphs. Examples of connecting words are: one reason, first, to begin with, second, another reason, in addition, last, in conclusion, or ‘so you can see’. The last step is to incorporate vivid language into writing. Writing with vivid language is achieved by careful, specific word choice. Sensory experiences are an excellent means of providing for vivid expression of thought. Vivid language in writing lets us know what the writer sees, hears, feels, smells and tastes. Vivid language is also heavily involved with the emotional state of the writer (Gould and Gould, 1999, p. 34). After we have finished working in the graphic organizer, it is time to take the writing off the organizer and write it in paragraphs. The four square method has built in a good self-checking mechanism for sentence building. Since each of boxes 2, 3, and 4 had the three items in them, students are reminded to check for four capital letters and four periods in each of the corresponding paragraphs (Gould and Gould, 1999, p. 42). The researcher gave the students writing topics about their families, school subjects, and their favourite food. The main instrument used in the research was the students’ writing. Besides that, the researcher observed students during the writing activities and asked the students to fill out a questionnaire. The researcher wrote down what she heard, saw, experienced, and thought in the course of collecting and reflecting on the data (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2006, p. 516). The other instrument was a checklist to record improvement in the students’ writing. The students were asked to fill out questionnaires about their writing after they used the four square writing method. There were 39 students who filled out the questionnaires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After teaching the students to use the four square writing method in writing narrative writing three times, the researcher found that the students were better able to write in paragraphs and use connecting words in their writing. They were able to write a narrative composition and they enjoyed the writing process.

### 4. Conclusion

The conclusions of this research are:
- The use of the four square writing method can help students to improve their writing ability.
- By using the four square writing method students go through a prewriting and drafting process.
- English teachers need to equip their students with the ability to write compositions.
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